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      G  R A M M A R   

Read the text and put only one word in each space. Write your answers in the space provided 

below the text. 

Last summer we had two Italian students to stay. It was a kind of exchange, with our two children (1) 

... to Rome this summer, giving me, incidentally, an interlude of peace in which to write this column, 

(2) ...  other things.  But back to the two Italians, two charming girls (3) ... English was a revelation to 

everyone in our family. I am (4)  ...  going to say that it was perfect or anything like that, simply that 

they used expressions that have ( 5) ....  long ago died out in these islands, or  are greeted when used  

(6) ...blank incomprehension.  For example, when a day or two after their arrival Lucia made (7) ... 

coffee and handed it to my neighbour (who had come round to see (8) ...  her husband kept popping 

over to brush up his Italian), she unmistakably said 'Here you are'. The shock was so great that we (9) 

...  nearly fell off our chairs. For the benefit of foreign readers, or for (10) ....  who has just returned 

from a monastery or a (11) …  years on Mars I should explain that this now quaint English expression 

has long since  been replaced (12) … the transatlantic 'There you go', an utterance which threw me (13) 

... considerable confusion when first used by hairdressers, waitresses and barmen. I kept gazing (14) ...  

my shoulder nervously looking out for (15) …    it was that had gone, or wondered whether they were 

telling me I should beat 16 …  hasty retreat. The two girls also surprised us by asking intelligible 

questions (17) .... of making vague statements which were (18) ... be taken as questions. And they had 

retained that ancient habit of 19 ...  strangers  by their  surnames, preceded by a Mr or Mrs, as in 'Good 

morning Mrs Scott', rather than greeting me at the door on arrival with a 'Hello, Gloria, and  ´Have a 

nice day'. All in (20)... , they were a delight, although I am sorry to  report that by the time they left, 

they had absorbed  what passes as the English language hereabouts, and had plunged downhill towards 

unintelligibility. Oh well, there you go, I suppose. 

(1).........................  (2)......................... (3)......................... (4)......................... 

 

(5).........................  (6)......................... (7)......................... (8)......................... 

 

(9).........................  (10)......................... (11)......................... (12)......................... 

 

(13).........................  (14)......................... (15)......................... (16)......................... 

 

(17).........................  (18)......................... (19)......................... (20)......................... 

 

 …………./10pts 
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G  R A M M A R (continued) 

 

II  Match sentences 1-4 with  a-d.   

21 It is understood that the suspect has left the country.   …… 

22 It is believed that the suspect has left the country.   …… 

23 It is known that the suspect has left the country.    …… 

24 It is reported that the suspect has left the country.   …… 

 

a Without doubt, the suspect has left the country. 

b Apparently, the suspect has left the country. 

c We have read that the suspect has left the country. 

d People think that the suspect has left the country      …………./2pts 

III Decide whether the sentences in each pair have the same (S) or different (D) meaning. Write S 

or D in the space provided. 

 

25  Someone stole Mary’s motorbike last week                                                                          

      Mary had her bike stolen last week.      .................... 

26  Just a minute. I’ll ask someone to wrap this up for you. 

      Just a minute. I’ll have to wrap this up for you.     .................... 

27  Would you consider having plastic surgery to alter your nose? 

      Would you consider having your nose altered by plastic surgery?  .................... 

28   The dentist is going to take out two of my teeth tomorrow. 

       I’m having two teeth taken out tomorrow.     .................... 

29   A qualified electrician checked the wiring.      

      We had checked the wiring with a qualified electrician.   .................... 

30  Someone has broken into my car. 

      My car has been broken.        ....................   

 

 

............./3pts 

  
 

 

        Total Points............./15pts 

 

                                                       

  

 

 

 

 

 

 V O C A B U L A R Y 
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1 Match the idioms on the left with a suitable follow-up sentence on the right. There are two 

extra sentences you do not need. Write your answers in the space provided. 

1 Stop making a meal out of it.  A It’s been a long day and I’m exhausted. 

2 I think I’ll hit the sack.   B He’s just in it for his own personal profit. 

3 He’s always on the make.   C It’s been such a depressing day. 

4 I’m over the moon.    D We were tricked out of the money. 

5 He’s as daft as a brush sometimes.  E  I’m absolutely delighted with the news. 

6 She really pulled a fast one.      F  I thought I had more in my bank account. 

      G It was a small mistake – it’s not important. 

      H He found his keys in the fridge this morning. 

  

1 ……….     2 ………..     3 ………     4 ………    5 ………    6 ………     

                        ............./3 pts 

2 Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits in the space. 

Students learning English as a second language are sometimes given a word by their teacher and asked 

to give an explanation as to what that word means; in other words to provide a definition. The                          

(7 ASSUME) …………….…………..………………. is that if you know the word, you can define it. 

(8 LOGIC) ……………………………………. , that might make sense, but in reality it is not always 

(9 REASON) …………………..………………… to assume that. There are words and phrases that 

even native speakers use in conversation without much (10 THINK) …………………………….. 

which can lead to (11 CONFUSE) ………………………………… when you ask a native speaker to 

define them. Take the (12 CONCEIVE) ……..……………………… of ´zietgeist´, for example, which 

has entered English from German. It´s (13 DOUBT) …………..…………………………………….. 

much easier to use than it is to define. With a word like ´zietgeist´, it may be more (14 SENSE) 

………………………… to test the student’s understanding in ways other than asking them to define it.

           .........../4  pts 

3  Match the beginning of each sentence with its ending. Write your answers in the space 

provided.  

15 The performers were given   A tribute to his predecessor. 

16 In the speech the new manager paid  B a pat on the back for her drawings. 

17 They’re always extolling    C the toast of the tennis world. 

18 Matt’s design earned him    D a standing ovation. 

19 The teacher gave Becky    E the virtues of living in the country. 

20 The new young Czech player was  F the highest plaudits from the judges. 

 

15 ……….     16 ………..     17 ………     18 ………    19 ………    20 ………    

              

            ............/3  pts 

 

Total Points............./10pts                                                                                                                                     
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V O C A B U L A R Y :  P R O G R E S S I V E  T E S T  

 

Make a list of words referring to types of film  

 

Action, ...... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You will score 1 point for every 2 correctly spelled answers. 
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 R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

Read the text about the girl whose favourite pastime is watching horror films. There are 

two exercises to do after you read. 

My strange obsession with horror films  

I used to hate horror films, and would refuse to watch them as I didn’t understand why anyone would 

want to scare themselves on purpose. But now I love them, and I will even watch them by myself. So 

what is it about them that makes us keep watching? 

To be completely honest, I will still have a cushion nearby to cover my face for particularly bad parts, 

but I enjoy watching them nonetheless. My sister is exactly the same, and we always watch a scary film 

together whenever we stay with each other. But as a rule we have to watch something ‘happy’ 

afterwards to take our minds off it. The question is: do we actually enjoy watching horror films? 

I think we do. It’s like going on a rollercoaster when you don’t really like them – you do it for the rush 

of adrenaline that comes from being scared without actually being in danger. As I truly am scared of 

rollercoasters, watching horror films is my way of experiencing this. And it is entertaining, especially if 

it is a film you haven’t seen before – you can try and guess what’s going to happen, although that isn’t 

always easy and more often than not something will make you jump. 

I recently sat down by myself to watch a film called ‘The Strangers’ which involves a group of people 

with terrifying masks attacking a couple’s house. For some reason I had to keep pausing the video and 

doing something else, like checking emails or reading a bit of my book. I don’t know what it was that 

made it different to all the other horror films I have watched, but I just couldn’t bring myself to press 

the play button. (I did watch the second half a few days later and wondered why I hadn’t just seen it all 

the first night) 

So perhaps as I am getting older my tolerance of horror films is getting lower and lower, or maybe I 

just felt more scared than usual that day. Either way, I know I will continue to scare myself (as long as 

I watch something cheerful afterwards!)  

I  Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D. Circle your choice. 

01 The writer‘s attitude to horror films                                                                                                                         

A has been disapproving                   C has been the same                                                                      

B has completely changed               D  has been selective 

02 The writer likes watching horror films                                                                                                             

A in company of her sister               C and doing other things at a time                                                              

B because of the feeling of thrill                         D without any sensible reason 

03  When watching horror films the writer finds ...... amusing.                                                                              

A stopping the video                 C unpredictable scary moments                                               

B characters in disguise               D  hiding behind her cushion  

04 Watching something light-hearted after horror films                                                                                                    

A  belongs to her watching habit    C  is often less entertaining                                                                                          

B  diverts her attention from problems   D  makes tension dissipate 

05 She couldn‘t finish watching ‘The Strangers‘ because                                    

A of no apparent reason    C  the play button didn‘t work                                      

B her sister forced her to stop it   D  she had to check her emails                                                                

06 The writer is sure that she will................... horror films.                                                                               

A be less obsessed by     C be more terrified  by                                                                   

B become less tolerant  of    D carry on watching  

            ............./6 pts 
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R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N (continued) 

 

II Decide whether the following statements are true (T), false (F) or not stated (NS). Write 

your answers in the space provided at the end of each line. 

07  The writer used to think that getting scared deliberately was unacceptable.  .............. 

08  High adrenalin comes from doing dangerous activities.                       .............. 

09  The writer has never gone on a rollercoaster.                                            .............. 

10  When watching horror films the writer always jumps from joy.                   .............. 

 

                                                                                                                        ............./4 pts                       

  

 

                                                                                      Total Points:............./10pts       
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L I S T E N I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

 

Listen to Reeta and  Anthony talking about  his website.  

I Decide whether the following statements are true (T), false  (F) or not stated (NS).  Write 

your answers in the space provided. 

 

1   Anthony wants Reeta to design his website.                                             ..................... 

2   Anyone can create an effective website.                                                   ..................... 

3   Optimization of a website enables customers to find it.                           .....................                                                                           

4   Anthony´s company makes wooden toys.                                                 ..................... 

5   It is necessary to avoid large graphics on the homepage.                         ..................... 

6   The title tags on Antony’s website need improving.                                 .....................                                                                                                                          

 

                                                                                                                          ............./3 pts 

 

 

II  Complete the following sentences with the exact words from the listening text. 

7   Reeta is satisfied with ........................ and ...................... of Anthony’s website.  (2 words) 

8   Keywords are typed into a  ..............................      .................................... .    (2 words) 

9   A  ................................. ................... should include the company name and some of the 

keywords.   (2 words)  

10   A program which searches the internet for websites is called a ................................. . (1 word) 

           

                                                                                                                                ............./2 pts                                                                                                                     

 

 

Total Points:............./5pts 
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